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A HANDY DEVICE FOB STAINING SLIDES.
E. LAURENCE PALMER.
The simple staining apparatus illustrated in the accompany
ing diagram was devised to take the place of the more expen
sive staining jars sold by most of the scientific supply houses.
Besides the cheapness of the outfit, which fits into any tumbler,
there is the added advantage that all of the slides being stained
Fit:. 45.
may be removed from the jar at once and may be rinsed while
still in the frame. Fourteen slides may be inserted into the
frame at one time, which is four more than the average stain
ing jar holds. 1
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The device is made by bending eight strips of zinc 15x200
mm. into the channels (a) (figure 45). These are soldered in
position according to the diagram, to the 20x140 mm. zinc strip
(b) which is then bent into a rectangular form with the chan
nels on the inside. The strip (c) 1x26 cm. is then soldered to
the ends of the strip (b) forming a handle with which to lift
the frame, and a guard to prevent the slides from falling out at
the bottom.
This piece of apparatus has proved particularly handy in
staining work where most of the slides require the same treat
ment.
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